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Dear SEV Members,
I am very pleased to inform you that our company, High Performance Strategy
Europe (HPSE), will be hosting a specialist 3-hour High Performance Masterclass at the
Divani Caravel Hotel in Athens on November 2nd.
The Athen's High Performance Masterclass has been thoughtfully designed to
offer an actionable blueprint of productivity techniques sourced from the world's most
successful and productive leaders. It is an exciting morning workshop and a dynamic
opportunity to radically increase attendees’ productivity and efficiency levels. The
workshop feedback has been incredibly positive and has assisted attendees all over the
world 'clear the runway' for outstanding professional results, output and productive
impact. In fact, it has been described as a “...game changer due to the practical style of
teaching and the ease of implementation.”
Spaces are extremely limited and seats will soon be entirely sold out. For this
reason, we have blocked a selection of seats specifically for SEV Members who choose to
send employees. All you have to do is book your tickets via EVENTBRITE and enter the
promotional code LET-784101-HP while seats remain, to avail of an incredible 15%
discount. It will be our pleasure to serve you on the day.
Who should attend? Our Masterclasses have been attended by Ambassadors,
CEOs, Government Officials and private sector employees all over the world. One key area
of focus for our Athens’ masterclass will be increasing productivity levels. Therefore, if your
company wishes to radically increase productive output in one department, it would be a
good idea to send that full department to maximise impact.
Friends, it is a pleasure to be in Athens and please feel free to contact me
personally on the details below.
Stay assured of my highest consideration.
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